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Subject of the Grievance
This case concerns a Written Reminder issued for a backing accident.

Facts of the Case
The grievant is a Lineman with a hire date of January 2, 2001. At the time of the incident she
had no active Positive Discipline.

The grievant attempted a turn in a cul-de-sac while driving a truck and trailer. Upon realizing
she could not make the complete turn, she backed up and jackknifed. The resulting damage
to the rear deck and valve cover of the truck was estimated to cost $10,000 at a local body
shop. The repair work was ultimately performed internally by a General Construction
Mechanic with approximately one day of labor.

Discussion
The Union argued that the grievant did what she had done several times before with other
trucks she had driven. The line truck's turning radius was not as good as the other line
trucks she had driven so she was not able to make the full turn in the cul-de-sac. Her only
option was to back up three feet to complete the turn. This was a minor incident in which the
vehicle did not hit another object. Given these factors and her clean record the Written
Reminder should be mitigated.

The Company pointed out that there is no dispute that the accident was avoidable. The
grievant misjudged the distance and angle between the truck and the trailer. A Written
Reminder for this backing accident is neither excessive nor inconsistent with discipline issued
for other similar backing accidents. There are no mitigating factors to reduce the disciplinary
action.
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Turning to the specific facts of this case, the Committee agreed that the grievant's
unfamiliarity with the vehicle contributed to her being in a situation where she needed to back
up. Once in that situation, however, she was responsible for backing up safely. There are
no mitigating factors in the record to account for inability to back up safely. The Committee
also noted that on any given day, an employee may be assigned a vehicle which they have
never driven before.

Decision
The Committee agreed the Written Reminder was issued for just cause. This case is closed
without adjustment.
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